installation, sanctuary" (cf. Amos vii 9) for which there is no cognate support. 5) To reconcile these two not entirely compatible ideas scholars have opted instinctively for the quite logical-but unverified-assumption that sanctuaries so designated must either be located upon geographically high places or evince some sort of physical elevation in their construction or composition. DE VAUx's estimation may be considered representative of the current consensus: "The one and only meaning which suits all the references is 'a mound or knoll' for purposes of cultic worship". 6) It is a curiosity of the discipline that this theoretical reconstruction has never been subjected to a probing critical analysis. Scholarly unanimity on this question is virtually without equal. 8) An important exception is the thesis revived by ALBRIGHT in 1957 9) according to which bdmah-sanctuaries were installations of a pronounced funerary character which functioned within an ancient Palestinian (i.e., Canaanite-Israelite) cult of the dead. Although it deviates considerably from the traditional view, ALBRIGHT'S proposal has attracted a substantial following over the years; no critical analysis has been forthcoming.
The evidence is far from conclusive and ALBRIGHT'S argument, upon closer inspection, leaves much to be desired. lo) 7) This translation is preferable to the conventional "high-place" which adds a somewhat misleading and prejudicial geographic nuance to cult places so designated.
8) This can be easily demonstrated by comparing the relevant articles in the standard encyclopedic reference works published over the years; cf. most recently K.-D. SCHUNCK in TW AT, I : 6-7 (Stuttgart, 1972) 662 ff. 9) W. F. ALBRIGHT, "The High Place in Ancient Palestine," SVT, IV (1957) 242 ff. Cf. also idem, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, 230 ff. 10) I would like to here express my appreciation to, among others, Professors G. W. AHLSTRÖM (Chicago), M. DAHOOD (Rome), and H. RINGGREN (Uppsala) and to Docent M. OTTOSSON (Uppsala) for their counsel and encouragement in the preparation of this study; none bears any responsibility for its deficiencies, however. I wish also to thank the Fulbright-Hays Commission and SverigeAmerika Stiftelsen for grants allowing this study, a preliminary to my doctoral project, to be developed at the University of Uppsala, Sweden (1971-2) .
